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It has perhaps never been more important to plan ahead, 

to enhance or protect value in recapitalisations, 

refinancings and disposals.

Covid-19 has disrupted the M&A environment and recovery will 

take time.  However, significant capital remains available for 

quality businesses and we expect increasing volumes of: 

• Recapitalisations:  to strengthen balance sheets, or to raise 

funding for growth or acquisitions;

• Exits:  including retirement-driven events, corporate carve-

outs / non-core disposals and distressed sales;

• Bolt-on acquisitions:  by well-capitalised corporates and 

private equity-backed businesses; and 

• Refinancings:  by banks or specialist debt funds.

Increased uncertainty means that investors and funders will 

proceed with caution, and place even more emphasis on robust 

due diligence.  This creates challenges for vendors and for 

businesses seeking to raise additional funding.

Well-presented, well-packaged opportunities are likely to 

generate the most interest and achieve best value. 

Poorly-presented opportunities run the risk of elongated 

timetables, price chips or failed processes.  

This paper looks at focus areas and practical considerations when 

preparing a business for sale or refinance. 

Every situation is different and we will be happy to discuss your 

requirements for vendor assistance services.  
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Introduction

We ensure a genuinely partner-led approach throughout 

the vendor assistance process.  You get the direct benefit 

of our extensive knowledge and experience.

Our partners each have more than 20 years’ 

experience of sell-side advice and of advising 

businesses through the economic cycle.  

We tailor our approach to each engagement, 

so our bespoke work meets your 

requirements efficiently. 
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Start early! 

Preparation is less intrusive if it is spread over 

time - as anyone who has crammed for an exam 

will know!  Whilst it is possible to everything in a 

few weeks, that can prove too intensive for many 

businesses.  The key is to avoid getting so 

distracted from core business operations that 

trading dips in the middle of negotiations.  

Consider what level of disruption is acceptable 

to you and your team.  Preparation is invaluable, 

even when the ultimate destination (private 

equity, trade sale, debt fund) isn’t fully decided. 

As tough as it is, management teams need to be 

very honest with themselves about the 

completeness and quality of their financial 

information. 

Build quality and robust evidence, consider everything from the buyer’s perspective 

Often, the level of detailed information necessary to sell a business is greater than that needed 

to run it, especially if you are considering private equity investors.  The key is to evidence how 

and where you make your profit and, critically in the current environment, convert it to cash.

Financial information needs to be credible, consistent and reconcilable throughout.  Think 

carefully about the availability and robustness of information that enables price, mix and volume 

effects on sales and profit to be analysed.  Presenting relevant KPIs, pro forma or run-rate 

EBITDA, working capital and cash flow analysis can help potential purchasers understand the 

value story that feels so obvious to you and your management team. 

Don’t fail to prepare…

Owners and management teams who are 

selling a business or part of it, or looking to 

raise funds through either debt or equity, 

will understandably want to achieve the 

best possible value. 

Yet too often they suffer last minute price 

chips, onerous terms or even a failed 

process because they failed to: 

• convince buyers of the opportunity 

offered from future business potential; 

• anticipate the difficult questions they 

will be asked - especially in the current 

Covid-19 environment; or 

• manage due diligence properly.

Clarify the Covid-19 impact 

Third parties looking at your business will 

want to understand your Covid-19 story.

Very few businesses and sectors have been 

entirely unaffected by Covid-19.  Some 

impacts have been small, some have been 

positive - the effect may not always have 

been as potential investors expect. 

Setting out all the different impacts (staff, 

supply chain, sales demand, stock holding, 

customer payment terms etc) will help to 

frame the conversation.  Then documenting 

the actions taken by management 

(including use of Government support) and, 

crucially, why will be valuable.  It has been a 

fluid and at times frantic time, so a clear 

reflective summary of what and why will 

help investors and funders understand

the actions taken over the last few months. 

The most difficult part for all of us is 

assessing expectations for the future. 

Articulating what you expect to happen 

and why forms the starting point for a 

robust debate with investors or funders.  

Demonstrate your commercial awareness by 

setting out the potential range of 

outcomes for key areas of your business.
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Prepare robust forecasts 

Your forecasts should be built from high-

quality historical financial information. 

Robust and granular linkage between key 

forecast assumptions and historical trading 

results will add real validity to future 

expectations. 

Forecasts will need to be sufficiently 

detailed and robust to withstand the due 

diligence process.  Consider using specialist 

support for building quality forecasts.

In many cases, management teams 

underestimate the level of detail and 

support that investors and funders will 

require.  The more that financial forecasts 

are supported by operational or commercial 

plans, the more credible they will appear.  

Given the uncertainties caused by Covid-19, 

having a forecast model that enables 

different scenarios to be illustrated will be 

of great benefit and support the credibility 

of management teams.  

Nobody expects you to have a crystal ball 

in relation to influences outside of your 

control, but they will expect you to have 

thought about how your business model 

will adapt to the current Covid-19 

environment when preparing your forecasts.

If there is time, extract value pre-sale

Whilst preparing the financial information, 

you may spot opportunities to extract value 

before the sale – for example by disposing 

of unused property or other assets, tidying 

up group structures or improving working 

capital management. 

Changes implemented shortly before a sale 

are likely to be ignored or questioned by a 

potential investor – but if they have been in 

place for a year or more and been through 

an audit or two, it is more reasonable for you 

to argue the changes are sustainable. 

Balance the picture with upsides 

To present a balanced picture, you should 

highlight the potential upsides or areas where 

investment could accelerate growth or 

strategic opportunities.  

You shouldn’t be overambitious and build all 

the upsides into your forecast, but by taking 

the time to qualify and highlight them, they 

will provide broader comfort and can be 

used to offset other smaller issues that may 

arise during the due diligence process.

Evidencing the sustainability of any trading 

or NWC improvements post Covid-19 is key.  

Don’t shy away from the downsides 

Given greater uncertainty, we expect 

investors and funders to be more cautious

and to focus on potential areas of risk.  

Help them to understand the downside 

risks by presenting different scenarios and 

the mitigating actions that could be taken in 

those circumstances.  A scenario showing 

resilience to a Covid-19 second wave will 

be very well-received.  

If issues exist, deal with them proactively and 

set out clear solutions.  Make sure to avoid 

nasty surprises for investors and funders.
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Agree roles and responsibilities 

Decide who does what and when, during 

the process.  Ensure gaps or overlaps are 

avoided and expectations are clarified. 

If you don’t have the time or resources you 

think you will need, a wide range of vendor 

assistance services exist which will allow 

you to outsource certain aspects of the 

preparation and accelerate the process.

Vendor assistance providers will be able to 

advise on the likely information 

requirements of investors and funders.



Other considerations to enhance or protect value 

Change of control

Consider the potential implications of a 

change of control of your business.  Do any 

key contracts include change of control 

clauses that may need to be renegotiated or 

require consent for a change of control.

Early tax advice on plans is also often 

valuable to ensure plans are deliverable. 

Over-reliance on key individuals

Consider whether there is any over-

reliance on certain Directors or other key 

individuals within the business.

This may particularly be the case where a 

founder shareholder is looking to exit.

In many cases, you will need to 

demonstrate a clear management 

succession plan.  However, some investors 

may be willing to use their networks to 

help you fill meaningful board positions. 
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Value vs. timetable 

It is possible that a substantial amount of 

work needs to be undertaken to properly 

prepare the business for sale.

Some value will likely be traded in return 

for launching an earlier process.  This might 

particularly be the case for a distressed sale.

The timing of your process might also be 

influenced by key contract renegotiations 

or the inherent seasonality of your business.

Carve-out considerations 

A well planned and executed carve-out will 

help maximise deal value and preserve 

value of the retained business.  

Complete financial information may not exist 

for the carve-out business.  Well-thought out 

pro-forma financial information will need to 

be produced to enable investors to 

understand profitability and cash flows.  

Considerations include:

• Can the profitability of the target to be 

carved-out be determined accurately?

• What operations need to separate?

• Ensuring the operational separation plans 

are reflected in the pro-forma financials. 

• What are the one-off costs of separation? 

• What transitional services arrangements 

are required?  

The complexity of carve-outs is often 

underestimated and this can result in 

significant leakage of value. 

Learn from others 

People and teams who have been through a 

recent sale process or refinancing are a 

great source of good hints and tips, so 

talk to people in your network.  

Who are the likely buyers?

Think about the likely buyers for your 

business.  Focus on what will they need and 

understand the potential risks from their 

perspective.  Where appropriate, think 

about the key potential business synergies 

that might add value to their transaction.

What is the Plan B? 

Have an alternative plan - even if that is to 

do nothing and wait, if market conditions do 

not support the process right now. 

Customer/supplier over-dependence

Does your business have over-dependence 

on a customer or supplier which could 

affect value?  Consider what can be done to 

reduce this dependence, for example 

through an extended sales contract, or by 

making use of alternative suppliers.


